Unleash your IMAGINATION
IT BEGINS WITH A FLASH OF INSPIRATION – a simple
glimpse that sparks a thought that grows into an idea.
With the broadest portfolio in the industry and over a century of
design and installation experience, Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
offers more ways for you to make your idea a reality.
Explore our broad portfolio of standard and custom sizes,
shapes, forms, colors, finishes, images, and perforations.
The You Inspire™ Solutions Center can help bring your
most unique, one-of-a-kind ideas to life and help
you to create your next great space.
Be inspired at armstrongceilings.com/capabilities
Show your true COLORS

Tell a story with your choice of colors and finishes to complement your design intent and bring it to life.
Watch your ideas take SHAPE

No matter what size or shape you’re dreaming of, there’s a ceiling solution to make it come true.

Product: Total Acoustics™ Ultimate Panel in White / Location: Albany Park branch Library, Chicago, IL / Architect: Jackson Harlan, LLC, Chicago, IL.
Faceted ceiling solutions prove that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Products: MetalWorks™ RH215 Custom with Rd 1522 perforation in Custom RAL™ 7024 finish / Location: Club Nokia at LA Live!, Los Angeles, CA / Architect: Gensler
The shortest distance between two points may be a straight line – but curves are far more intriguing.
Let your creativity SOAR

Because no one ever said you can’t wrap the ceiling plane right on down to the walls.
Find a new perspective by sloping the ceiling plane at different angles for a striking effect.

See things from a new ANGLE.
Adding a splash of color to high acoustical performance has never been easier – or looked so good. Create tranquility with a TWIST.

Products: Calla® Colorations® in custom colors; Interlude® Suspension System in custom colors; custom curved Axiom® Classic trim in White / Location: St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children, Philadelphia, PA / Architect: EwingCole, Philadelphia, PA.
POKE HOLES
in ordinary

Standard and custom perforations can enhance design and acoustical performance for extraordinary results.
Transfer an inspiring image onto high performance acoustical ceiling panels to make a lasting impression.
Borrow a bolt from the BLUE

When inspiration strikes, our installation experts can help you capture a unique one-of-a-kind spirit.
Nurture your design and let it BLOOM

A flat drywall ceiling can bloom into a three-dimensional sculpture that defines a signature space.
Lay down your GROOVE

Ebb and flow in rhythmic linear grooves mixing variations in size, placement, and spacing
Enrich the corporate CULTURE

Make a great first impression and boost morale with the warmth and sophistication of acoustic wood.
Think red hot METAL

Choose from a variety of standard or custom colors and perforations for a ceiling that’s all the rage.
Capture the drama of a luminous moon traversing the black night sky in shapely forms and unexpected fixture positions.
TAKE THE NEXT STEP

1 877 ARMSTRONG (276-7876)
Customer Service Representatives
7:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST
Monday through Friday

TechLine – Technical information, detail drawings, CAD design assistance, installation information, other technical services – 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. FAX 1 800 572 8324 or email: techline@armstrongceilings.com

armstrongceilings.com/commercial
Latest product news
Standard and custom product information
Online catalog
CAD, Revit®, SketchUp® files
A Ceiling for Every Space Visual Selection Tool
Product literature and samples – express service or regular delivery
Contacts – reps, where to buy, who will install

YOU INSPIRE™ SOLUTIONS CENTER
1 800 988 2585
email: solutionscenter@armstrongceilings.com
armstrongceilings.com/youinspire

Design Assistance
Collaborative design
Detail drawings
Specifications
Planning and budgeting

Pre-construction Assistance
Layout drawings for standard and premium products
Project installation recommendations
Contractor installation assistance

you inspire™
solutions center
helping to bring your one-of-a-kind ideas to life

Look for our new “Unleash Your Imagination” capabilities on-line e-zine
at armstrongceilings.com/capabilities
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